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If you ever were interested in smaller-scale trains, you may have seen and been mystified by “Bay Line”
freight cars carrying the reporting marks ASAB, like this Lionel O-gauge boxcar:

In May of 2012 I had the opportunity to visit Panama City in the Florida Panhandle, and learned that
here was the headquarters of the Bay Line, which had been acquired by the Genessee & Wyoming
railroad holding company, and the ASAB reporting mark (for “Atlanta and St Andrews Bay”) had been
replaced by the simple “BAYL”.
So armed with a detailed local map showing all the present (and abandoned) tracks in the city, I set off
to check out the Bay Line. The first sign of a railroad was inside the Port of Panama City where special
flat cars were loaded with the output of the Berg Pipe Company:

Across the highway awaiting entrance to the highly-secure port was a train of box cars headed by a very
colorful locomotive:

Well that #2318 engine looked familiar, and I shortly learned that the Bay Line had recently acquired
two of the Virginia Railway Express’s RP39-2C locomotives (rebuilt GP-40’s), and to date, had only
removed the diamond VRE logo. The trailing boxcars represented a motley collection of southern
railroads, like this car with the faded Montreal, Maine & Atlantic legend (itself a copycat of the Bangor &
Aroostook legend), since re-lettered for the SMW railroad (St Marys Railroad West).

Other interesting reporting marks you may want to look up were ATW, ALM, CIRR, C&C, HS, LRS, and
NOKL.
I soon made my way to the Bay Line yard and found these two locomotives in bright Genessee &
Wyoming colors in front of the engine facility. C&C 2050 is from the Chattooga & Chickamauga RR, and
number 2012 is a Bay Line engine.

The engine house seemed like a busy place, with some switchers in the yard to the left, and some oldlivery engines (and ex-VRE 2321) out back.

Heading north out of town towards the Bay Line’s interchange with CSX in Cottondale, FL, and again in
Dothan, AL is a very substantial yard supporting its wood products hauling business. Here is a string of
wood chip cars that are marked “The Bay Line” but with leasing company GACX reporting mark:

Here is a former Boise Cascade box car re-lettered for the Bay Line:

Here is ex-VRE 2318 working the yard:

To the southeast of town, the Bay Line provides transportation for the RockTenn paper mill that
produces container board, and the Arizona Chemical plant that uses RockTenn’s by-products to make
pine chemicals.

The Bay Line is quite an interesting short line railroad and I’d suggest you read the Wikipedia article on it
to find out about its passenger service, its TOFC service, and how in 1947 it became the first US Class 1
railroad to be 100% dieselized.

